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Name of the software
HRworks

Names of developers
•
•

Thomas Holzer
Sabine Knöfel

Affiliation and Country of developers
Germany

Smalltalk dialect used
IBM Smalltalk, Envy, VisualAge for Smalltalk, OODB VOSS

URL
www.hrworks.de (call +49-761-47954-69 for login and guidance)

Customers
•
•

>550 Companies (e.g. Honda, Honeywell, Mitsubishi, Seat, Warner Music Group, Skoda, Kawasaki,
Mc Donalds, Archos, dyson, NEC, RCI Banque, TrustCenter etc.)
>77.000 Users

Short description of the software
HRworks is a 100% web-based (“software as a service”) solution for the administration of travel expenses,
absences/vacation and working equipment.

Short technical description of the software
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online since 1998
24x7 application server, 100% software-as-a service
Loadbalancing
RIA (Rich Internet Application) GUI with own Ext based Framework
22 man years of development
>2500 Classes

Current
Hiring 5 developers in 2009

Description of the software
HRworks allows the user to manage travel expenses, absences/vacations and working equipment in an
internet browser according to the German statutory rules. It also includes approval workflow, interfaces
to ERP software like SAP and security protocols such as SLL. The main advantage of web deployment is
that no additional software is needed on the user’s or administrator’s desktop, just a browser and internet
or intranet connection.
HRworks is based on the idea of the employee self service. Each user enters his application for travel
expenses, absences etc. directly, and his superior approves the application electronically in his browser
after receiving an email that has told him that there is an application to approve. The user can also print
his reports at a local printer. The reports are generated with XML, so they can easily be customized to the
customer’s needs using XSL, since there is no layout information stored in HRworks. The layout is stored in
the XSL.
The advantage is a faster and optimized travel expenses business process which gives the customer a fast
return on investment. Since the German statutory law is one of the most complex in the world and it also
changes often, a zero installation on the user’s desktop saves software roll out and delivery costs. Since
travel expenses receipts usually account for up to two thirds of all receipts of a company, an automated
solution directly from employee to accounting system saves a lot of manual accounting work.
HRworks offers additionally a feed to different credit card providers (e.g. American Express). Users of this
will find the receipts paid for by the credit card already in an in-box. There is no need to enter the
receipts manually.
The user’s company is additionally freed of system management tasks like database backup, software and
hardware update installation etc, when the software is used directly from the internet in the ASP
(Application Service Provider) mode. Alternatively HRworks can run in a customer’s intranet.
Customers can rent or buy the software.

Advantages OODB
The main advantage of using an object oriented database for us is that there is no need to take apart of
the objects into tables and rows of a relational database. RDB is as though you take apart your car when
you put it in the garage in the evening into the thousands of parts it consists of. And then in the morning
you put these parts back together into a car. With an OODB you put the car as whole in the garage.
A second big advantage of the database (VOSS) is that it allowed us to change and add functionality to the
application without having to change a database schema as in a relational database. The database is just
persistent business objects - when we changed the business logic, the database changed with it.

Contact Data
HRworks GmbH
Thomas Holzer
Thomas.Holzer@HRworks.de
++49-761-47954-69
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